An investigation of truss structures for the purpose of creating a continuously variable camber trailing edge device for an aircraft wing is presented. By creating structures that are both statically and kinematically determinate and then substituting truss elements for actuators, it is possible to impose structural deflection without inducing member stress.
Introduction
The design of conventional fixed wing aircraft is constrained by the conflicting requirements of multiple objectives. Mechanisms such as deployable flaps provide the current standard of adaptive aerofoil geometry, reducing the problem to a few degrees of freedom. This solution places notable limitations on, amongst others, manoeuvrability and efficiency thus providing a design that is non-optimal at many flight regimes.
Variable camber control was demonstrated by the mission adaptive wing (MAW) programme. Here variable camber leading and trailing edge flaps enabled a smooth, variable camber by the use of hydraulic motors and mechanical actuators. The goal of the system was to permit L/D optimization, roll control, manoeuvre load control, increased lift without increased angle of attack and gust load alleviation. Secondary benefits included terrain following improvements as a result of lift alteration at constant angle of attack, reduced radar cross section and parasitic drag reduction [1] . Additional benefits lie with cruise camber control in maximizing vehicle efficiency during straight and level flight. Based on a study of a subsonic transport aircraft at low speed and cruise flight regimes the benefits of camber optimization are discussed with reference to the L/D ratio. The return from such systems appeared to be more apparent at increased lift coefficients (C L ) where increased camber is used to attain maximal L/D as C L increases [2] .
The DARPA/AFRL/NASA Smart Wing programme investigated the application of smart materials to aircraft control surface design. The first phase of the investigation incorporated shape memory alloy (SMA) based smoothly contoured trailing edge control surfaces and wing twist mechanisms [3] . Phase 2 focused on the use of higher bandwidth piezoelectric based actuation systems integrated into a larger scale full span model [4] . Wind tunnel test results demonstrated roll moment improvements of the smooth contour trailing edge flap when compared with a discrete flap system [4] . An analytical investigation of conformal control surfaces for aerodynamic control compared with a discrete articulation recorded improvements for C L at a range of flap length to chord ratios [5] .
The mission adaptive compliant wing (MACW) makes use of compliant structures to configure a variable geometry trailing edge flap. Wind tunnel testing of a long endurance aerofoil with a conventional trailing edge flap demonstrated increased drag due to flow separation in the aft portion of the aerofoil. This region of flow separation was induced by the sharp change to the curvature of the aerofoil surface as the flap was rotated. Wind tunnel data for an adaptive compliant trailing edge flap developed by Flexsys Inc. was observed to have consistently low drag as the flap was deflected, achieved by removal of sharp changes in the surface curvature of the aerofoil [6] . Flight testing of the Flexsys concept has reported preliminary results that suggest reduced fuel consumption, reduced weight and possible gust load alleviation benefits [7] .
The structural systems used to create smooth variable camber have ranged from a mechanistic approach, most prominently demonstrated by the MAW but ranging through a number of patented designs [8, 9] , to the more recent application of compliant and flexible structures. Saggere and Kota [10] described a method of providing small shape changes in structures comprising flexible beam elements. Here the emphasis was placed on the achievement of smooth curved forms by a compliant structure in a two stage procedure: topological synthesis and dimensional synthesis. The problem of topology generation was addressed by specification of a series of output points on the 2D structural surface from which a topological design forms the basis of the dimensional synthesis problem. The dimensional synthesis was undertaken as a structural optimization scheme encompassing the dimensions of the beam elements that comprised the structure's topology, in addition to the location and magnitude of the input actuation.
Anusonti-Inthra et al [11] applied a continuous optimization method to optimize the distribution of an array of piezoelectric elements forming the trailing edge of a rotor aerofoil. Here a starting topology was subjected to topology and geometric optimization in which each of the internal elements took the form of a piezoelectric actuator. Tip deflections resulted in an effective flap angle of 4.24
• . Gandhi et al [12] developed a methodology for the design of a smart materials based conformable aerofoil for a rotor blade with the aim of providing vibration control and reduced aerodynamic drag properties. A pre-determined frame topology was envisaged with integrated piezoelectric active elements. A continuous optimization procedure performed optimal dimensional sizing of the passive structural elements allowing the formation of compliant hinges within the structure. In this case an effective flap angle of 4.6
• was achievable.
Bart-Smith and Risseeuw [13] created a variable camber aerofoil structure employing the principles of statically and kinematically determinate structures. In this case an experimental model featuring an SMA based actuation system was created.
Wind tunnel tests at 0
• angle of attack (AoA) were completed up to velocities of 38 ms −1 at which point the aeroelastic response of the model became unstable. Ramrkahyani et al [14] also investigated the application of statically determinate structures for aircraft structural control. Here a network of truss and cable elements were envisaged to form the wing structure, by varying the length of cable elements structural deflection could be induced.
With regard to the problem of locating action systems within space structures for geometric control Haftka et al [15] noted that when the representation of sites available for actuator location placement forms a continuous problem then conventional gradient based optimization methods may be employed. For those problems where the actuator location is described by a discrete variable the location selection becomes an integer programming problem that is typically more computationally expensive to solve than a continuous problem. In this case two iterative improvement techniques were applied, worst-out-best-in (WOBI) and exhaustive single point substitution (ESPS). The WOBI algorithm began with an initial configuration containing the desired number of actuators and removed a number of actuators considered to be worst. The process continued until no further performance benefit was found. The ESPS algorithm moved each actuator in the initial configuration to each redundant location in turn, analysing the performance at each trial step. The configuration where no further performance increase could be found was finally settled upon.
Chen et al [16] addressed the issue of entrapment in local minima by the use of the simulated annealing (SA) technique. The premise of SA when selecting a number of locations from a larger system is that non-improving solutions must occasionally be accepted in order to avoid local optima [17] . This is in contrast to iterative improvement approaches where every improved location set was selected.
Santos e Lucato et al [18] investigated various algorithms to select actuator locations that provide maximum structural deflection.
The chosen procedures provided a location set for the actuators from the discrete selection, then for each configuration a local optimization process selected the respective force input for each actuator location. Due to the large unordered search space it was determined that methods allowing inferior cost moves such as SA and genetic algorithms (GAs) are most effective for the global configuration selection. Such methods allowed escape from local optima and in the example cases both SA and GA methods produced results of equal quality. This paper investigates 3 statically and kinematically determinate truss structures as candidates for the formation of a conformal trailing edge. The promise of these structures is that by the introduction of a number of active actuated elements in place of passive truss elements then the structure shall deform without storage of elastic energy. An approximation of predefined surface form is created, differentiated from the un-deflected form by variation of the aerofoil mean line. Two methods of comparing the target and deflected surface forms are presented defined as geometry comparison and shape comparison methods. In addition a number of methods for locating the optimal placement of the active elements are employed that may be categorized as exhaustive, heuristic and iterative improvement methods. The performance of the selection methods with varying actuator strain constraints, actuator quantity and truss topology is discussed.
Determinate structures
The performance of a pin jointed truss structure has been utilized to provide a measure of the performance of a frame structure with elastic joints [19, 20] . The stability of a truss is characterized by the presence or not of mechanisms within the structure, that is the appearance of modes of nodal deflections defined by a lack of extension in any of the component members. A structure possessing mechanisms is referred to as kinematically indeterminate. Conversely in the example of a structure in which the defining equations of equilibrium are insufficient to determine the internal forces and reactions on the structure then the truss is said to be statically indeterminate. The physical interpretation of this result is that the number and configuration of members within the structural system results in member redundancy, or states of self-stress.
Pellegrino and Calladine [19] introduced the rank (r B ) of the structure's equilibrium matrix for the characterization of the degree of static and kinematic determinacy. According to this analysis the number of states of self-stress (s) and the number of mechanisms (v) may be determined as
(1)
where k g is the number of degrees of freedom afforded to each joint, k c is the number of constrained degrees of freedom provided by the support system, e is the number of structure elements and g is the total number of joints. For a truss fulfilling the criteria of static and kinematic determinacy then the locations of each joint, and by extension the structure's geometry, is determined solely by the constituent member lengths. Thus by substituting a member with an element able to change its length the structural geometry may be altered with no storage of elastic energy within the system. This property of determinate structures permits limited geometry control without incurring resistance from the structure in the form of induced member deformation. In addition such structures are able to support applied loads due to the satisfaction of the conditions of kinematic determinacy.
Problem formulation
For a structure forming the basis for a morphing wing the internal forces simulating actuator inclusion f act and the applied aerodynamic load f aero are related to the structural displacements q using the stiffness matrix K
f act is defined as the vector of forces applied to the structure in order to simulate actuator inclusion. Therefore the i th element of u(u i ) defines the force that is transformed to applied loads in the global coordinate system by matrix B. By satisfaction of the conditions for kinematic and static determinacy then K is non-singular and so may be inverted and by substitution of equation (4) into equation (3) the vector of nodal displacements is obtained as
A reduced selection of structural displacements (q s ) are of interest for the creation of a conformal trailing edge, defined as q s = Cq (6) where C is a [k s ×k] binary matrix that selects the k s controlled degrees of freedom from q. It is now possible to formulate the linear force-displacement system as
In order that the stiffness matrix shall remain determinate the actuator elements are assigned stiffness E a and cross sectional area A a . Therefore the actuator simulation force may be corrected to overcome the included stiffness of the active element
where u * i is the corrected force and i is the strain of the active element with no aerodynamic loads due to u i .
Geometry objective
Two displacement control objectives are considered, denoted as a geometry objective and a shape objective. Considering an initial NACA 0012 aerofoil profile, the trailing edge portion of the profile is defined as the region 0.6c-c, where c is the chord length which in this symmetric case is equal to the mean line length. The mean line in this region is redefined according to a particular function. In this case the quadratic function
where x m and y m define the coordinates of the aerofoil mean line is applied for simplicity and computational efficiency. The definition of a conformal trailing edge initiated at 0.6c requires y m = 0, and y m = 0 at x m = 0.6c so that,
The length of the mean line in the target and initial aerofoil configurations remains constant at c. In addition the profile thickness at each point on the length of the mean line remains equivalent in the initial and target profiles. The vector of target displacements y g may now be defined as those displacements required to transform the joints of the aerofoil at the surface to the target profile defined by a non-zero value of C 1 . The geometry objective is thus quantified by calculation of the sum of squares error (SSE g )
Shape objective
The shape objective forms the target profile in a similar manner to the geometry objective, however in this case the nodal positions that define the target profile are dependent not just on the mean line function but also the location of the surface nodes of the deflected structure. In this case the target nodal displacement is defined as the displacement required to transform a surface node to the nearest point on the corresponding upper or lower surface of the target profile. If point P defines a surface node with coordinates (x P , y P ) then an approximation of point R on the target profile that is closest to P is made by first calculating the location of point Q. Q is the point on the target mean line through which a normal to the mean line would also intersect P. The coordinates of Q may be defined as
where,
Point R is then defined by application of the NACA thickness function at Q. Figure 1 illustrates the method of defining point Q with respect to the target mean line and point P. The shape objective can now be quantified by calculation of the sum of squares error (SSE s )
where y s is the target deflection vector for the shape objective, which is obtained from the displacement required to transform point P to point R for all surface joints. The vector P R is not normal to the surface of the target aerofoil, however where the curvatures of the target mean line and target aerofoil surface are similar then this approximation provides satisfactory results. It is possible to determine the precise location of the point on the target aerofoil closest to point P using iterative methods at the expense of increased computational burden.
Subset selection
For this study subset selection is the process of selecting a subset of size n defined by vectors t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n from a larger set of m basis vectors that provided the best approximation to a target vector y. From equation (7) the potential basis vectors are the m columns of T where A vector t i was selected by the inclusion of a non-zero value for u i and for all example problems the influence of f aero was not considered due to the assumption of high structural stiffness.
Four methods were applied that either allow searching of the entire model space, searching of a fraction of the total model space or alternatively provide a systematic method to examine a 'path' through the model space.
For problems in which the number of possible solution combinations is suitably small it is possible to implement an exhaustive search (ES) procedure for the evaluation of all possible actuator location combinations. Within the confines of each possible subset, a gradient based constrained optimization routine is employed to evaluate the optimum values of u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u n . If the search space within all possible subsets is convex then this procedure will reach a global optimum at the expense of high computational cost.
A genetic algorithm (GA) is a search method that seeks to improve the selection by applying the principles of natural selection [21] . For similar problems in which the use of an exhaustive search was not feasible then heuristic methods that permit inferior cost moves, such as a GA, were recommended [18] . The limiting features of a GA are the requirement for a large number of objective function evaluations and typically the rapid location of optimal regions within the search space but with slow convergence to an optimum value.
Stepwise forward selection (SFS) attempts to provide a path through the search space whereby variables are added at each step, keeping previously selected variables until a particular termination criteria is met. This may be if insufficient improvement to the model is made by the addition of the variable or the maximum size of subset is reached. The vector t j that provides the closest correlation to the current residual vector µ is selected in turn and is that which gives the minimum value to [22] 
The regression coefficient that minimizes S for variable t j is given by
At each step µ is updated as The applied force that simulates the effect of an actuator inclusion was limited to a range of values dependent upon the real actuator constraints, the maximum and minimum available strains 
where u max j and u min j are the upper and lower bounds of the regression coefficients calculated in equation (17) . Given these limitations µ is not necessarily orthogonal to y after the first step as is the case with conventional SFS methods. Of note is the omission of the influence of f aero due to the assumption of high structural stiffness with respect to f aero , as a result no correction is made to u max j and u min j within this investigation. The process of applying the maximum possible regression coefficient or that which results in an orthogonal residual implies a greedy selection process that may overlook possible improved combinations of actuator locations and strains. A number of well established methods are able to provide an improved solution compared to SFS methods. Backward selection begins with the full model and sequentially removes variables from the starting set until a subset of the required size is reached, whilst methods such as WOBI begin with the desired number of variables and sequentially add and subtract variables from the subset. For both methods the application of upper and lower bounds to the regression coefficients is difficult to implement.
Less aggressive forward selection techniques including the Lasso [23] and incremental forward selection (IFS) algorithms [24] have been developed more recently. IFS is a more cautious version of SFS and is described by the flowchart in figure 2. At each step the coefficient of the variable most closely correlated with the current residuals is incremented by ±ρ, with the sign determined by the sign of the calculated correlation. By reducing the step size, improvements in the correlation between the actual and target structure response may be achieved at the cost of an increased computational burden.
A 14 element truss structure
A simple 14 element truss forming the trailing edge fraction 0.6c to c(c = 100 mm) of a NACA 0012 aerofoil is illustrated by figure 3 . Each of the 14 elements provide a possible location for actuator substitution with the goal of replicating either the illustrated shape or geometry objective forms. Both of the objectives are defined by C 1 = −4.7 × 10 −3 resulting in a trailing edge deflection that would require 10
• equivalent flap angle [11] in order to achieve a similar deflection with a discrete hinge device. figure 4 show the effect of varying the maximum and minimum allowable actuation strain on the geometry objective (SSE g ) defined in equation (11) . Three actuators were located in the structure using 4 methods: SFS provided the optimum actuator locations and strains when the search space was limited to max 0.072 72. If max was increased beyond this the method became overly greedy, resulting in a first step of 3 = −0.124 77 giving an orthogonal residual. This aggressive selection method bypassed improved selections, resulting in high applied strains in the first selection step instead of a more even actuation distribution that characterizes optimal designs. As the search space became larger the results in this case illustrate the worsening performance of the SFS method when compared directly to results obtained with reduced max . IFS with ρ = 0.5, E i = 1600 and A i = 1, in the absence of max constraints, advanced the applied strain initially at site 3 until 3 = −0.0265. At this point sites 3 and 7 were equally correlated with the target vector and progression was shared between the two locations. At 3 = −0.04 and 7 = −0.0148 site 5 had equal correlation, so progression was shared between the 3 locations until the result in table 1 where max 0.1 was obtained. If max = 0.05 then the strain progression occurred as described previously until the point was reached where 7 = −0.05. At this point the max constraint became active and the reduced search space resulted in 3 reaching the bounding max value, unlike the example of the unrestricted Figure 5 . 14 element truss with 3 actuators located using ES and the geometry objective, together with the target node geometry. The element shade refers to the applied strain. search. The conservative progression of the IFS method did not permit the selection of the optimal locations; for max = 0.05 it was the worst performing method. However as the size of the search space was increased IFS did not suffer the performance deterioration that afflicted the SFS procedure. Table 2 and figure 6 show the results for the shape objective SSE s defined in equation (14) for the 14 element truss with respect to varying max . Three actuator substitutions were again selected using the ES, GA, SFS and IFS methods. As with the geometry objective, the GA results matched those obtained with ES and thus they may be considered to be globally optimal. In the cases where max < 0.072 32 the search space was constrained by max leading to selection of locations 3, 5 and 7 when 14 element truss with 3 actuators located using ES and the shape objective, together with the target node geometry (dashed) and the location of surface objective points R for the pictured deflection. The element shade refers to the applied strain. at max 0.072 32 the location selections switched to 3, 7 and 11, identified as the elements forming the lower facing surface of the aerofoil illustrated by figure 7. Comparison of these shape objective results with those derived using the geometric objective reveals a similar trend, whereby in the region 0 max 0.05 large reductions in the SSE g and SSE s were achievable with small increases in max . As max neared the point at which it no longer constrained the selection problem, then increased max had a reduced effect on the SSE in the case of both objective measures.
Geometry objective results

Shape objective results
The SFS method at max 0.025 provided the optimal selection however, as with the geometry objective, as the search space was increased the greedy selection method fell in to a non-optimal path. In each case taking an excessively large first step resulted in highly localized deflections of the structure. This effect is revealed in table 2 by the large strains applied at location 7 for the SFS method at max 0.1, with respect to the optimal solutions found by the ES and GA methods subjected to the same constraints. The use of a shape objective function that varied the target vector y s as a function of the structure deflection at each selection step, coupled with the greedy selection characterizing SFS, resulted in the selection of a non-optimal path. Thus as max was increased beyond 0.025 subsequent actuator selection was applied to correct the overly greedy selections of previous steps. As was the case with the geometry objective the enlargement of the search space resulted in overly large initial selection steps resulting in reduced performance of the method at Table 3 lists the number of iterations and CPU time to complete the actuator selection analysis for 3 actuator substitutions in the 14 element truss using ES, GA, SFS and IFS selection methods. All of the analyses were implemented with MATLAB v7.2 using a 2.8 GHz CPU. For the ES method the computational speed could be reduced by analytical formulation of the objective function sensitivities, rather than the finite difference method employed. For the GA the total number of function evaluations is listed, this was achieved over 147 generations with a population size of 20. Figure 8 illustrates two statically and kinematically determinate truss structures comprising 1752 elements and referred to as 'A' and 'B'. Each structure is geometrically identical and topologically similar; the difference being the connectivity of elements adjacent to the surface. As with the 14 element truss both form the trailing 0.4c fraction of a NACA 0012 aerofoil. Table 4 and figures 9 and 10 provide the results of locating 88 actuators within trusses A and B using the GA, SFS and IFS methods. The target form was defined by C 1 = −4.7 × 10 −3 . Beginning with truss A, the GA provided the best performance in terms of minimizing the SSE for both the geometry and shape objective functions. In the case of the geometry objective function a near minimum value of SSE g was realized at values of max 0.05. In the case of the shape objective function little improvement in the SSE s value was observed at values of max 0.1, when using the GA search method. The SFS method applied with the geometry objective provided similar performance to the IFS method suggesting both selection procedures followed non-optimal paths when compared to the GA. Considering the shape objective, once again the GA outperformed both the SFS and IFS procedures, however here a notable improvement of the IFS method over the SFS method was observed. This is due to the alteration of the target vector as the actuator selection process is progressed. As each actuator is added to the subset the structure is subjected to a displacement that, in the case of the shape objective, alters the target displacement. By taking large steps towards the target vector the SFS method oversteps possible improved selections that may appear as the target alters with the values of the regression coefficients.
Two 1752 element truss structures
Truss B exhibited similar characteristics in the selection of optimal locations as for truss A, whereby the GA proved to be the best selection method in terms of reducing the SSE g and SSE s in all cases. As with truss A, the SFS and IFS methods have similar performances when applied to the geometry objective. Improved results were obtained using the IFS method with the shape objective when compared with the SFS method.
Comparison of the results between the two truss patterns for the GA selections revealed an improved performance of truss A at max 0.025 for both the shape and geometry objective functions. Figure 11 illustrates the deflected structures for both A and B with 88 actuator substitutions and max = 0.1. Some common features of the two results are evident, including concentrations of actuator substitutions along the entire upper surfaces and between 0.6c and 0.75c on the lower surfaces of the trusses. The deflected result of truss A experienced large rotations of the elements in the upper surface region between 0.8c and 0.85c leading to a number of overlapping elements. In addition truss B required reduced strain in the upper surface element in the region 0.9c to c due to the increased deflection of the structure forward of this point. Figure 12 illustrates the deflected A and B trusses as a result of a series of actuators located using the IFS method with the shape objective and max = 0.1. Of note is the concentration of actuation elements on the upper and lower surfaces of each truss together with a second concentration between 0.85c and 0.9c. Here the active elements are prescribed regression coefficients equivalent to u i = E i A i max . Each of those elements located in the second concentration had a high correlation with the target, however the required regression coefficient in order to reach a point orthogonal to the target is such that selection of these locations may be considered non-optimal. This conclusion is confirmed by observation that the GA search ignored those regions. In order to improve the selection procedure using the SFS and IFS methods it was proposed to exclude those variables from the search for which u j > ξ, where u j is the absolute of the j th regression coefficient calculated using equation (17) and ξ is a constant value dictating the limit at which a variable is deemed unsuited for inclusion in the active set. Due to the large number of iterations for IFS, the calculation of u j for all variables at every iteration was prohibitively expensive, negating many of the benefits of the method when compared to the GA. Thus the regression coefficients of all variables were calculated and screened before undertaking the selection analysis using the IFS method. This system does not allow for changes experienced by µ as the selection progresses, however by taking a suitable large value of ξ this was assumed to have no effect. Table 5 and figures 13 and 14 illustrate the SSE g and SSE s results for trusses A and B with a selection filter value of ξ = 1 × 10 3 E j A j . In all cases 88 actuators were located within the structures using the SFS and IFS methods with a target form defined by C 1 = −4.7 × 10 −3 . For both objective types the filter process eliminated the same variables, however for both truss A and truss B the shape objective was found to experience the greatest improvement due to selection filtering. Figure 15 illustrates the revised actuator locations for trusses A and B where max = 0.1. Of note is the relocation of the filtered selection between 0.85c and 0.9c that was observed in figure 12.
Selection filtering for regression based subset selection
Shape and geometry objective comparison
In order to compare the performance of the two objective functions, the effectiveness of the geometry objective in fulfilling the requirement of replicating pre-determined surface form was evaluated. Table 6 lists SSE sg , the shape objective value for the actuator selections obtained using the geometry objective value. The results reveal that the use of a geometric objective for the requirement of forming a target shape is a viable option as the trends between SSE sg and SSE g with respect to max are consistent. Figure 16 illustrates the ratio SSE sg /SSE s with respect to max , a value SSE sg /SSE s < 1 for any point implies that the use of the geometric objective function provides an improved match with the target shape than the shape objective function. For SSE sg /SSE s > 1 the shape objective function may be considered an improvement over the geometry objective for the purpose of replicating a target shape. In the case of the GA and IFS selection methods for trusses A and B the shape objective function provided the best method for selection of optimal actuator locations for the replication of a target shape. As the search space was expanded by increased max then this improvement of the shape objective over the geometry objective became more pronounced. In the case of the SFS method, for both truss A and truss B the geometry objective proved to be marginally improved compared to the shape objective for the purpose of replicating a target shape. This result was due to the non-constant y s and the greedy selection steps of SFS.
Actuator fraction analysis
Consideration has thus far only been given to the effect of variation of max on the SSE g and SSE s . The number of actuator substitutions was fixed at 88 corresponding to approximately 5% of the number of elements, m. The following section details the result of fixing max = 0.01 and varying the number of actuators, n. Table 7 summarizes the results of attempting to optimally locate a set of n = 18, 44, 88, 175, 263, 438, 613 and 876 actuators within trusses A and B, corresponding to an actuator fraction of f a = 0.01, 0.025, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.25, 0.35 and 0.5 respectively where f a = n/m. The results using both the SFS and IFS methods proved to be similar in all cases, indicating that the previous difference between the results of the two methods was primarily due to large max . Figure 17 plots the SSE for both shape and geometry objectives with respect to varying actuator fraction when the actuator locations were selected using the IFS method. Truss B experienced a rapid reduction in the SSE value as f a was increased from 0 to 0.05 and in this region provided improved performance when compared with truss A. If f a > 0.05 truss A provided much improved performance with respect to truss B irrespective of the objective type and this pattern is repeated with the results using the SFS method. Figure 18 illustrates the deflected form of truss A and truss B with f act = 0.025 and max = 0.01 and actuator location selections made using the IFS method. The concentration of actuator substitutions at the upper and lower surface is evident for both structures A and B due to the requirement of structural Figure 19 illustrates the topology of half of a symmetric single cell that may be repeated to form the upper and lower surfaces of structures A and B. If all elements of the unit cells were replaced by actuators then for truss A, the strain of the cell parallel to the x-axis is formulated as Figure 16 . Ratio of the shape objective value from a solution derived using the geometry objective function (SSE sg ), to the shape objective value derived using the shape objective function (SSE s ), with respect to max . connected to a surface facing node it is possible to achieve
x > max with the surface topology of truss A. In contrast for truss B the surface extension/contraction is approximately equal to max .
Conclusions
The use of a statically and kinematically determinate truss was proposed to act as a host for an integrated actuation system that is able to support an externally applied load. The considered trusses were 2D networks of articulated elements and in this form offer no resistance to actuation loads; however, for the realization of a practical structure the use of compliant joints between relatively stiff elements must be considered to reduce complexity. In this case the cross section of the element is varied in order to obtain localized deflection at the joint locations whist maintaining a monolithic type construction. The actuation system within the proposed structures has a structural role to fulfil and so a system is required to deliver moderate actuation strain coupled with an ability to act as a structurally integral element with minimal energy consumption. Possible smart actuation systems may include high strain piezoelectric based actuators, SMA actuators and magnetorheological actuation systems in addition to conventional hydraulic and electric actuators. The practical implementation of a large array of actuators in a dense truss topology would present considerable challenges including physically locating the system within the truss, connection of the actuators to the surrounding truss and the routing of services to the actuators.
Periodic truss type structures have a load bearing performance greatly superior to stochastic foams and comparable to honeycombs when used as the core material for sandwich panels [25] . Using techniques such as investment casting, deformation forming and additive layer manufacture intricate trusses can be generated to exacting tolerances at acceptable costs. The topologies investigated for the purpose of this investigation were selected for their determinate properties and as an illustration of the selection methods to both large and small scale problems, using similar methods the selection techniques may also be applied to three-dimensional truss arrangements. By selection of the appropriate truss topology and geometry it may be possible to provide an efficient load bearing structural solution with integrated morphing control using a periodic truss system. Additional functional benefits of an open cell system may be realized by integrated liquid storage or by heat transfer into a coolant fluid. In order to find appropriate locations in which to make an actuator substitution in a previously passive element two objective functions were defined. A geometric type objective defined a set of nodal deflections based on the perturbation of the aerofoil mean line, this target deflection remained constant throughout the selection process. A shape type objective was also proposed whereby the target deflection was a function of the location of the structure at that particular phase in the selection process. This was achieved by formulating an approximation of the minimum distance between a structural joint on the surface and the target surface. This approximation offers a direct solution without the requirement of iterative root finding analysis. It was found that, except for those cases in which the SFS method was chosen, the shape objective offered improved performance.
Four methods to locate actuators within a truss using the two objective functions were investigated. An exhaustive search provided the optimum solution at the expense of high computational requirements and thus was only applicable to problems of limited size. The GA permitted the search of a fraction of the search space, however the number of function evaluations remained high and there was no guarantee of locating a global optimum. In isolated cases for the larger structures it was outperformed by IFS. IFS employs forward selection methods, however in order to reduce the problems that such methods have in large problems the regression coefficient is only incremented by a small amount at each step. In contrast SFS uses the computationally efficient method of taking greedy selection steps, either within the actuator strain limits or to a point orthogonal to the target vector. It was found that the IFS method offered significant advantages over SFS when selecting actuator locations using the shape objective, particularly when coupled to a problem in which the search space was enlarged by increased max .
A simple 14 element truss was first used to provide insight in to the relative merits of the selection schemes followed by two 1752 element trusses. The two larger trusses were similar except for the connectivity of the elements near the surface. For examples in which the maximum actuator strain was limited to 0.01, the structure that permitted greater extension/contraction of the geometry by combining the effects of a greater number of actuators could outperform a structure in which the surface forming joints were directly connected. However, in the same limited strain investigation if the number of actuation elements was reduced then the structure with direct connections between the surface joints could provide better performance.
By removing those selections that provide good correlation with the target deflection yet require large regression coefficients, far beyond practical constraints, it was possible to significantly improve the SFS and IFS selection processes. This had the twin effect of removing erroneous selection choices whilst also reducing the search space size, making SFS and IFS more competitive with the GA. In most cases where computation time of a single function evaluation was sufficiently small the GA provided the best choice for actuator location selection. However, it has been shown that regression methods, particularly IFS, can provide good, but sub-optimal, selection choices.
